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Acoustic Wall Panel

wall panel
Are you suffering from a disturbing reverberation and ready for a new
appearance of your home, office or restaurant? With our acoustic wall
panels and photo art you improve both the acoustics and appearance
of a space. We produce and deliver custom-made acoustic wall panels.
The upholstery is stretched in a luxurious aluminum frame and can
easily be replaced by a new one.

Improve both the acoustics and
the appearance of a space

Change the print
and create a new
appearance

Customize to your wishes!
The product can be customized to your wishes entirely.
Choose the size, upholstery, frame color and type of
feet yourself. The upholstery can be changed easily.

Choose for an
aluminium, white or
black frame

Choose the upholstery
or print yourself and
change it easily if you
want to.

Specifications
specifications
size		
frame		
acoustic
upholstery
hanging system
optional

Acoustic
1,4

absorption coefficient w

Acoustic filling on the basis of
recycled textile fiber which is
100% recycable and resistant to molt.
It complies to fire class B / S1 / D0.
Soundabsorption (ISO 354): αw0,95

1,2

custom made
5cm - color: alu | white 9016 | black 9005
recycled clothing class A (0,95 αw)
see our upholstery map
eccentric discs
magnet attachment

1,0
0,8

manual

0,6

- Measure where you want to hang the wall panel.

0,4

- Hold the disc with zero at the top and screw it firmly into the wall with a suitable wall plug.

- Mark the spot where the mounting discs must go. The top edge of the panel will hang 45mm higher than the Centre of the screw.
- See whether the discs are level and, if necessary, adjust up or down.

0,2
0,0

- Hang the wall panel on the discs. Make sure that the edge of the frame sits properly behind the disc.
- If the panel hangs away from the wall at the bottom, you can secure it with the clamp supplied. (If this is not necessary, you are done.)
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- Detach the fabric slightly at the bottom using the loop on the fabric, or use a pin to loosen one of the bottom corners and detach the canvas that way.
Slide the middle acoustic board to the side or remove it.
- Fasten the clamp to the wall as shown opposite.
- Reposition the acoustic material and stretch the canvas back inside the frame.
- Push any loose threads in the corners away with a spatula or putty knife
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Disclaimer: This document has been composed with the utmost care.
No single thing from this publication may be taken over or multiplied
without explicit and written permission granted by Nyink B.V
Nyink B.V. is not responsible for possible inaccuracies or consequences
of use or abuse of the information in this document.

